Introduction
The drive to produce smaller electronic devices has motivated research on the mechanical behavior of components at the micro-and nano-scale. In contrast to classical plasticity, which predicts a size independent response, the flow strength in small structures (with at least one dimension of the order of micrometers) is typically higher than in the corresponding bulk material [1] [2] [3] . In order to understand this size dependence, much attention has been focused on the role of material length scales and their effect on flow strength.
A representative situation is a thin metal film on a stiff substrate which leads to tensile loading of the film on cooling from processing temperatures, due to the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient between the film and the substrate. As cooling proceeds from an almost stress-free state at a relatively high temperature, the deformation is initially elastic, but plastic deformation eventually occurs. With decreasing film thickness, the amount of plastic deformation also decreases [4, 5] . Although there is only one relevant geometric length, the film thickness, films typically are polycrystals so that the grain size provides another relevant length scale. With the usual deposition techniques, the film thickness and grain size cannot be varied independently; the grains have a columnar structure with an average size approximately equal to the film thickness [6] . Therefore, it is generally difficult experimentally to ascertain the relative roles of grain size and film thickness. Experiments to measure stress evolution at constant grain size have been carried out by Venkatraman and Bravman [4] and more recently by Xiang et al. [7] on free-standing thin films. The simulations presented in this paper are motivated by these experiments. The analyses are carried out within a two-dimensional discrete dislocation plasticity framework [8] with the substrate and the grain boundaries regarded as impenetrable obstacles to glide. The elastic interactions among multiple dislocations, dislocation nucleation, glide and annihilation are accounted for. Other possible deformation and damage mechanisms such as dislocation climb, grain boundary diffusion and sliding, void growth, phase transformation, delamination and cracking are neglected. The simplicity of the model allows isolation of the effect of geometrical constraint arising from the substrate and the grain boundaries on dislocation activity in thin films. In addition, there is a wide temperature range for which plastic deformation is dominated by dislocation glide [9] .
Problem formulation and method of analysis
The polycrystalline film is modeled as an infinitely long planar array of rectangular grains perfectly bonded to a semi-infinite elastic substrate (Fig. 1 ). Plane strain conditions are assumed and elastic anisotropy of the grains and of the substrate is neglected. Plasticity in the film originates from the motion of the straight edge part of threading dislocations in the x 1 -x 2 plane. The film is periodic in x 1 direction with a cell of width w, which is taken to contain eight grains. Each grain, of height h and width d, contains three sets of slip planes on which edge dislocations, with Burgers vector b, can nucleate and glide. The angle between the three slip planes in each grain is 608, and the orientation of grain g is identified by the angle / g with the film-substrate interface x 2 =0, see Fig. 1 . The orientation of each grain is chosen randomly, even though such an extreme situation may be difficult to obtain in practice, where films are often textured and grains would be separated by low angle grain boundaries. The grain boundaries as well as the film-substrate interface are taken to be flat and impenetrable to dislocations. In real films, penetrability of the interface and the grain boundaries depends on the materials involved and on the deposition process. The smaller the misorientation between the grains, the larger their penetrability to dislocations; while softer substrates will be more penetrable than stiff ones. We avoid this additional complexity to highlight the role of confinement and to circumvent the necessity of introducing additional parameters.
The film and substrate are taken to have the same elastic constants. Accounting for different elastic properties requires computation of polarization stresses, which considerably increases the computing time. We have investigated the effect of elastic mismatch for single crystal aluminum films on silicon substrates and found that even with this elastic mismatch the polarization stresses have a negligible influence on the overall mechanical response [10] . The coefficients of thermal expansion a f and a s , for the film and substrate respectively, are taken to differ, with a f N a s : cooling of the film-substrate system leads to a tensile stress in the film.
As long as the response remains elastic, the boundary value problem for the unit cell in Fig. 1 is governed by the equilibrium conditions for the stress r ij , the relation between strain e ij and displacement u i , and the thermoelastic constitutive law,
in which T is the temperature, T 0 is the temperature in the initial stress-free state, E is Young's modulus and m is Poisson's ratio. Plastic deformation when it occurs is described by the motion of discrete dislocations represented as line singularities in the thermo-elastic film material. When dislocations are present, the set of governing equations is extended with a set of constitutive rules for dislocation motion.
Since we focus on stress development in the thin film, the unconstrained contraction that the film-substrate system undergoes with decreasing the temperature is neglected; this strain can be added to the strain fields calculated here to give the total strain (as discussed for the single crystal film analysis in [10] ). The bottom of the substrate is fully clamped, i.e. u 1 =u 2 =0 there. In the finite element calcu- lations, the substrate is taken to be 100 times larger than the thickest film analyzed, which was large enough to mimic a semi-infinite substrate. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the unit cell,
while traction-free conditions characterize the film free-surface,
Because the elastic properties and thermal expansion coefficient are taken to be identical in each grain, the only non-vanishing stress component in the film, prior to dislocation nucleation, is r 11 =r n which is given by:
Once dislocations nucleate, the stress in the film is computed using superposition [8] : the singularr ij (I) fields (I=1,. . .,N) associated with the N dislocations in the unit cell and their replicas in the film are calculated analytically from the isotropic linear elastic, infinite medium fields. The complete solution is obtained by adding an image fieldr ij that ensures that the boundary conditions (2) and (3) on the unit cell are satisfied. Thus, the stress at each point is given by:
The image fields are obtained by solving a linear elastic boundary value problem for the unit cell with boundary conditions changing as the dislocation structure evolves. The loading is imposed by a prescribed temperature T that decreases linearly with time.
Dislocation dynamics
At the beginning of the calculation the film is stressfree and dislocation-free. Dislocation sources are randomly distributed on the slip planes in the film, with a density q nuc =60/Am 2 . These point sources mimic Frank-Read sources inside the film and do not evolve during the simulation. Dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries or from the interface with the substrate is not incorporated in the present study. Thus, our calculations pertain to situations where the grain size and the film thickness are large enough for a significant density of entangled dislocations to be present and serve as Frank-Read sources, as seen for instance in 0.5 Am thin Cu films on Si in [11] . Each source is randomly assigned a nucleation strength s nuc from a Gaussian distribution with average 25 MPa and standard deviation 5 MPa. As the temperature of the film-substrate system decreases, an increasing homogeneous tensile stress develops in the film until dislocation nucleation occurs at the weakest Frank-Read source when the Peach-Koehler force at this source exceeds the nucleation strength s nuc b during the nucleation time s nuc =10 ns. The Frank-Read source generates a dislocation dipole with its sign being determined by the sign of the resolved shear stress. The distance between the two dislocations, L nuc , is taken such that the attractive stress between them is equilibrated by a shear stress of magnitude s nuc at nucleation:
After nucleation, the dislocations glide apart, driven by the Peach-Koehler force acting on them. The PeachKoehler force on dislocation I is calculated as:
Dislocation glide is taken to be drag controlled, with zero Peierls stress, so that the velocity of dislocation I is computed directly from the Peach-Koehler force as m (I) =f (I) /B, with B being the drag coefficient, taken to have the value B=10 À4 Pa s. As loading proceeds, other dislocation sources are activated. Dislocation nucleation at the Frank-Read sources and dislocation glide depend on both the applied thermal loading and the stress fields of the other dislocations. When two dislocations of opposite signs come closer to each other than the specified annihilation distance of 6b, they are removed from the simulation.
Results
Simulations have been performed for polycrystalline films of thickness h=0.25, 0.5 and 1 Am for a grain size of d=0.25, 0.5 and 1 Am. The width of the unit cell is taken to scale with the grain size d and each cell consists of eight grains. Calculations were carried out for five realizations of each polycrystal. Each realization is characterized by the set of grain orientations / g and the distribution of source locations and strengths. The temperature is decreased linearly with time from T 0 =600 to 400 K at a cooling rate of Ṫ =40Â10 6 K/s (to limit the computing time). Representative values for silicon and aluminum are taken for the linear thermal expansion coefficients of the substrate and film, respectively: a s =4.2Â10
À6 /K and a f =23.2Â10 À6 /K. The Burgers vector has a value representative of copper, b=0.25 nm.
The value of r 11 , the normal stress parallel to the interface, averaged over the film and then averaged over all realizations of each polycrystal is denoted by hr 11 i f . Curves of hr 11 i f versus temperature T are shown in Fig.  2 , where the same line thickness is used for films with the same thickness h, but with different grain sizes. For a fixed film thickness, the smaller the grain size, the higher the hardening rate.
At the beginning of the cooling process hr 11 i f increases linearly until, after approximately TÀT 0 =À15 K, plastic deformation starts at chr 11 i f =38 MPa. This value depends on the choice of the nucleation strength s nuc . Subsequent hardening in the films depends on both the film thickness h and the grain size d. For each grain size, the hardening rate increases with decreasing film thickness and for a given film thickness, the hardening rate increases with decreasing grain size. Since these two effects reinforce each other, the small grain-thin film, h=d=0.25 Am, reaches the highest value hr 11 i f =155 MPa; the film with h=d=1 Am has the lowest value, hr 11 i f =50 MPa.
For the two extreme cases, h=d=0.25 Am and h=d=1 Am, the vertical lines in Fig. 2 show the spread in the stress level at 400 K for the five realizations. The spread is large, g50 MPa, for the film with h=d=0.25 Am and only g10 MPa for the film with h=d=1 Am. The larger the grain size d and the film thickness h, the less the spread among the various realizations. This is a statistical effect since the source density is constant (q nuc =60 sources/Am 2 ) for all films, while the size of the unit cell scales with grain size and film thickness.
For each film a characteristic realization is chosen (i.e. the realization for which the stress-temperature curve is closest to the average) to show the stress distribution and the dislocation structure at 400 K in Figs. 3-5. In these figures the film region is shown together with a small part of the substrate near its interface with the film; the stress in the substrate is very low on average because of its large size. The stress is normalized by the elastic stress r n (Eq. (4)) that would develop in the absence of dislocations. Grain boundaries are indicated by vertical lines, positive dislocations by a +, and negative dislocations by a À (see Fig. 1 ). Common to all films is that, due to dislocation glide, the average stress is lower than the elastic stress r n (consistent with Fig. 2) . Moreover, and in agreement with experimental findings by Phillips et al. [12] , there is a considerable difference in plastic relaxation between grains as well as inside each grain.
In each case, a high-stress region is found at the interface between the film and the substrate. The dislocations that are in the films in Figs. 3-5 are not all the dislocations that have been nucleated during the deformation history: many dislocations have left the film through the free surface. For each nucleated dipole, one dislocation glides toward the film-substrate interface and the other toward the free surface. If both dislocations do not encounter an obstacle along their path, one stops against the impenetrable interface, while the other exits the film, leaving a displacement step in the free surface. However, in many cases, dislocations do find obstacles, which could be a dislocation pile-up on the same slip plane or dislocations on crossing slip planes, or a grain boundary, before reaching the free surface or the interface with the substrate. The total dislocation density in the film does not provide a direct indication of the stress relaxation. Stress relaxation is a consequence of dislocation glide, while a high density of dislocations can also occur when dislocations have been stopped by an obstacle before much glide has occurred. What is more indicative of the stress relaxation is the number of dislocations that have arrived at the interface with the substrate. The glide of these dislocations has contributed to stress relaxation in the film. At the same time, however, the dislocations that pileup at the film-substrate interface also attribute to the high stress region there. Comparison of the dislocation structure obtained at T=400 K in films of various thickness (Figs. [3] [4] [5] shows that long pile-ups form only in thicker films. This is more evident in the films with large grains. It is important to note that high stresses near the interface are also found in the absence of dislocation pile-ups, and are attributed to long-range effects of pile-ups against grain boundaries.
Thickness-dependent response
As seen in Fig. 2 , for a given grain size the films exhibit a thickness-dependent response. In order to understand the origin of the thickness dependence, it is useful to examine the stress state in the films at the final temperature, 400 K. For various values of x 2 (where x 2 is the coordinate perpendicular to the interface, Fig. 1 Fig. 2 ). Fig. 6 shows curves of hr 11 i versus x 2 . Each plot in Fig. 6 pertains to a fixed grain size. Fig. 6(a) , for the films with smallest grain size, indicates that three regions can be identified in the films: (i) a region close to the free surface; (ii) a region close to the interface; and (iii) a central region. Regions (i) and (ii) are characterized by a high stress gradient and by a higher than average stress level. Region (iii) is characterized by an almost uniform value of hr 11 i, which is lower than the average film stress. While the thickness of regions (i) and (ii) is approximately independent of the film thickness, the extent of region (iii) decreases with decreasing film thickness. What causes the thickness effect is that the size and average stress in the two boundary layers do not scale with the film thickness. Subsequently, region (i) will be referred to as the interface boundary layer, 
. Dislocation distribution and r 11 at T=400 K for films with grain size d=1 Am and various film thicknesses: (a) h=0.25 Am, (b) h=0.5 Am; and (c) h=1 Am. The + and À symbols denote positive and negative dislocations according to the sign convention in Fig. 1 , and all dimensions are in Am. region (ii) as the surface boundary layer, and region (iii) as the bulk. Boundary layers are also seen in the thicker films (Fig. 6(b) and (c) ). In the calculations here, the interface and surface boundary layers have a thickness of about 0.15 Am. In the thickest films, the surface and interface boundary layers are separated by a distinct bulk region, but the size of this region reduces with film thickness. The bulk region is essentially absent in the h=0.25 Am films, for all grain sizes considered.
The average stress in the interface boundary layer is considerably higher than in the rest of the film for any thickness and grain size, see Fig. 6 . The highest value of hr 11 i is found in all films at the film-substrate interface. The value of hr 11 i decreases steeply away from the interface to the stress level in the bulk. The magnitude of the stress at the free surface, hr 11 i(h), and the average value in the surface boundary layer increase with decreasing grain size. For the films with d=0.25 Am, Fig. 6(a) , the average stress in the surface boundary layer is comparable to that in the interface boundary layer, while in the films with d=1 Am the stress at the free surface is only slightly larger than in the bulk (Fig. 6(c) ). Moreover, for a given grain size, the magnitude of hr 11 i in the two boundary layers is almost independent of film thickness.
The development of the surface boundary layer is a consequence of the films being polycrystalline. Fig. 6(c) shows the distribution of hr 11 i for films with d=1 Am, which are the closest to a single crystal film: the stress gradient in the surface boundary layer is small. In the results for single crystal thin films of varying thickness presented in [10] , a surface boundary layer is not present. On the other hand, an interface boundary layer is present for all single crystal films in [10] .
Grain size dependent response
The data set in Fig. 7 is the same data as in Fig. 6 but with each plot showing the variation of hr 11 i as the grain size varies. The stress in all three regions increases with decreasing grain size. As can be seen by comparing Fig. 7 with the distribution of dislocation density shown in Figs. 8-10 for films with h=0.25, h=0.5 and h=1 Am, respectively, there is a correlation between the density and distribution of dislocations in a film and its stress state. However, the correlation is not simple. The dislocation density close to the film-substrate interface is high in all films and this is where the value of hr 11 i is highest. Yet, the stress magnitude is still lower than the stress that would be present without dislocation activity.
Figs. [8] [9] [10] show that the dislocation density close to the interface decreases with decreasing grain size and is roughly independent of the film thickness. In films with narrow grains, dislocations have a higher probability of being stopped by a grain boundary on their way to the interface. Fewer dislocations reach the interface and the region close to it, and therefore the stress in the interface boundary layer is higher in films with narrower grains. Consequently, the density of dislocations in the center of films with narrower grains is considerably higher than in films with wider grains, as seen most clearly in Fig. 10 for 1-Am-thick films.
That many dislocations are stopped by the grain boundaries implies that relatively few dislocations exit the free surface. The highly stressed surface boundary layer appearing in films with a small grain size is a result of this. Stress relaxation depends on the ability of dislocations to glide relatively long distances. Grain boundaries reduce the effective glide distance. Furthermore, the dislocations that glide toward the free surface and that, in a single crystal, would exit at the free surface can be blocked near the free surface by the grain boundaries. This gives rise to the free surface boundary layer in a polycrystal, with more dislocations being blocked in polycrystalline films with small grain size. However, since some of the dislocations do exit at the free surface, the stress level in that boundary layer is less than in the interface boundary layer. The preponderance of slip occurs in the bulk, which acts to reduce the elastic (lattice) strains there and thus lower stress levels in the bulk.
Discussion
The results presented in the previous section reveal that polycrystalline films harden with a hardening rate that is dependent on the film thickness as well as on the grain size. Fig. 11 plots the h and d dependence in a manner similar to that in experimental studies, e.g. [4, 13, 14] . Our results do not obey a simple scaling of power-law type. In Fig. 11(a) , the results for d=0.5 Am would fit hr 11 i f = r 0 +kh À1 rather well but for thicker grains the scaling approaches HallPetch type behavior with an exponent between À1/2 and À1. For narrower grains, however, the scaling exponent tends to be smaller than À1. Actual values for the exponent p are listed in Table 1 . The experimental results presented by Venkatraman and Bravman [4] for Al films on Si as well as the results obtained by Dehm et al. [13] on epitaxial Al films on Al 2 O 3 predict an inverse relation between stress and film thickness. The study of Baker et al. [15] on textured passivated Cu films shows a similar linear trend for films with h100i texture, while films with h111i texture tend to have a Hall-Petch exponent bÀ1. Table 1 also gives values of the exponent q in a grain size scaling law of the type hr 11 i f = r 0 +k d d
Àq , obtained from the data in Fig. 11(b) . The values for the two thicker films are consistent with experimental results of [4] , where HallPetch exponents for grain size strengthening were found which range from À1 to À1/2.
The coupling between the grain size and film-thickness size dependence is complex. A scaling law of the type
as proposed by Venkatraman and Bravman [4] does not provide a good fit to our results; neither did a product expression of the form r 0 (1+k d d Àq )(1+k h h Àp ). The results in Fig. 11 show that the hardening of the polycrystalline films is more affected by reducing the grain size than by reducing the film thickness. The grain size effect would be less pronounced if the grain boundaries were penetrable or partially penetrable to dislocations. In the case of partially penetrable grain boundaries, the dependence of the response on grain orientation would be reduced and the length of the dislocation pile-ups would depend on the grain boundary permeability. In the limit of perfect penetrability, the material will respond as a single crystal. In a similar vein, a partially penetrable film-substrate interface would give rise to a less pronounced thickness dependent response.
Concluding remarks
We have presented two-dimensional discrete dislocation plasticity simulations of stress evolution in polycrystalline films due to a mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient between the film and its substrate. The grains are columnar and have three slip systems with random orientations. Stress relaxation occurs by the nucleation and subsequent glide of edge dislocations. The grain boundaries and the interface with the stiff substrate are treated as impenetrable for the dislocations.
The stress that builds up in films after a given temperature change is found to depend on grain size and on film thickness, both in the range of 0.25-1 Am. These size effects are intimately tied to the development of three characteristic regions during deformation:
! an interface boundary layer, independent of film thickness, c0.15 Am thick for the parameters used in the calculations, where the average stress is much higher than the bulk average stress; the average stress in this boundary layer increases with decreasing grain size and this increase occurs even without dislocation pile-ups at the interface; ! a surface boundary layer, also approximately 0.15 Am thick, which is a consequence of the films being polycrystalline and which is characterized by an average stress that increases with decreasing grain size; and ! a bulk region between the two boundary layers, where the average stress is lower than the average stress in the film.
While the size of the two boundary layers is essentially independent of film thickness and grain size, their average stress depends on grain size. Thus, the size effect in polycrystalline thin films is a combination of two effects: a thickness-dependent hardening resulting from boundary layers that do not scale with the film thickness and a grain size dependent hardening resulting from an increasing stress level throughout the film with decreasing grain size. The origin of the grain size dependent hardening, i.e. the HallPetch effect, is found in the hindering of dislocation motion by grain boundaries coupled with the difficulty of dislocation nucleation in a constrained geometry. Table 1 . 
